Technical Report

Maximum flexibility and efficiency: Baumer
sensor solutions for packaging machines
The time pressure imposed on machine and plant manufacturers in the packaging industry is
enormous. Most often, there are only a few months from order receipt to delivery. Consequently,
solutions saving time and simplifying planning and installation are high in n demand. For example,
well-thought sensor solutions by Baumer as a single source supplier. What does that mean exactly?
Engineering is constantly confronted with new products and packaging materials to be conveyed,
packed and sorted by quality in the machine. Every order is different, every project has its individual
requirements for varied sensor applications. But one thing always remains the same: the installation should be operational soonest possible and ensure a smooth run at the customer's.

The high variety of
packaging and use of
challenging materials
in forming, filling
and sealing machines
require sensors with
a high performance
reserve.

Reflective, matte, uneven – Baumer sensors can
handle any packaging
One key to cut down on time pressure is maximum
flexibility. Here, Baumer scores high as a singlesource supplier for the packaging industry. It all
starts with smart sensors. Just an example: Thanks
to the high functional reserve capacity, optical sensors reliably detect a change on demanding surfaces –
whether reflective, transparent, matte or uneven. For
the plant manufacturer, this means that he can use the
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same sensor for different application requirements and
changing packaging materials. This cuts down on production complexity and will ease servicing to machine
purchasers.
The one-box design featured by many position sensors
offer even more flexibility. Whether ultrasound or optical – no matter which technology is optimally suited
for the application, the sensor housing always is the
same. This way, sensors of all the same dimensions will
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ease plant engineers their planning work. This reduces
effort and time in development and mounting while
offering valuable time benefits in parallel. Particularly
clever Baumer has integrated the optical beam path
into the 3D CAD data, which reduces design-in effort.
Another plus: Thanks to the sensor design, the light
beam is aligned with the mounting holes. This enables quick mounting without the need for fine-tuning.
All sensor solutions from a single source
Baumer offers the packaging industry the entire technology portfolio as a single source supplier: position
and measuring sensors, smart vision sensors, encoders,
industrial cameras, process sensors, force and strain
sensors. This way, the right solution for every application is guaranteed. Where do Baumer sensors play to
their strengths at their best? Baumer sensors are perfect for primary packaging applications. They provide
smooth operation even on extremely varied packaging
materials: they monitor the entire packaging process and ensure the defined quality. This keeps the
packaging process efficient and prevents downtime.
In addition, they collect important secondary data
allowing conclusions on the machine's condition for
predictive packaging material supply and maintenance. Which, of course, has a positive impact on operating costs.
Conclusion: In the first place, plant manufacturers
benefit from the high flexibility of the Baumer solutions. Second, customers enhance operation efficiency.
Further information:
www.baumer.com/packaging
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